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4TH ANNUAL SOS CHILDREN’S 
GINGERBREAD VILLAGE TO THRILL 
THOUSANDS THIS HOLIDAY SEASON 

 
Date: Daily from November 27th to December 31st, 
2015 from 9am to 10pm 
Location: Grouse Mountain, the Peak of Christmas 
 
The sparkling lights of the SOS Children’s 
Gingerbread Village - presented by RE/MAX - will 
dazzle you as the Skyride pulls into the station at 
the top of beautiful Grouse Mountain. Access to our 
winter wonderland is through the gift shop. The 
smell as you enter the Spirit Gallery is undeniably 
sweet and heavenly! Check out each and every 
fantastic gingerbread house and cast a vote for 
your favourite. One look at the children's faces as 
they wander through the Village looking at the 
incredible detail of the creations will leave you with 
holiday memories to cherish for a lifetime. 
 
As true works of art, local culinary experts spend 
hours upon hours perfecting the variety of houses 
that make up the Village. That's why our festival is 
Vancouver's preeminent spectacle of holiday magic! 
After viewing the Gingerbread Village, don’t forget 
to have your photo with Santa in his workshop and 
see his reindeer, with proceeds supporting SOS BC. 
 
Contact Marilyn at marilynmadden@sosbc.org or  
(604) 574-2964 ext. 228 to inquire about 
sponsoring one of the amazing gingerbread houses 
this year or to donate a silent auction item. 
 
For the past 21 years, SOS Children's Village BC 
has presented a memorable Christmas event to the 
world. This has been made possible thanks to 
generous sponsorship and in-kind support from 
individuals and corporations, like you, who are 
committed to enhancing the development and 
healing of foster children in our Village and 
vulnerable youth in our community. Over $530,000 
has been raised over the years to help local 
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children and youth in need. 
 
This year Global BC is our exciting new media 
partner. We also have Immediate Images as our 
new digital billboard sponsor, with ads to appear at 
the Alex Fraser Bridge and Massey Tunnel.  
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THE 21ST ANNUAL HOLIDAY GALA 
WELCOMES AN ELEGANT NEW FORMAT  
 
Date: Thursday November 26th, 2015 @ 6:30pm 
Location: Grouse Mountain, the Peak of Christmas 
 
SOS Children’s Village BC is pleased to introduce 
tabled seating for all guests and a delightful buffet 
dinner and dessert at this year’s reinvented Holiday 
Gala. Following feedback from last year’s event - 
which hit maximum venue capacity at 230 guests, 
and sold out a full two weeks beforehand making it 
the most successful in our history – we are excited 
to take this year’s Gala to the next level. 
 
We invite you to join us at Vancouver's preeminent 
spectacle of holiday magic! It's your exclusive 
opportunity to view the premiere of the SOS 
Children's Gingerbread Village before the general 
public, and the perfect way to kick off the holiday 
season in style and elegance. 
 
The 21st Annual Holiday Gala will be a festive 
evening featuring fine wines, craft beer, and 
delicious food - all in support of a good cause. 
After your magnificent Skyride up the mountain, 
you will be treated to a wonderful experience of 
live entertainment, captivating live & silent 
auctions, a trip raffle, and a 50/50 draw.  
 
Global TV Personality Kaitlyn Herbst is thrilled to be 
the Master of Ceremonies for this special evening. 
The most rewarding part of the night is that net 
proceeds go directly to our programs and homes 
for local foster children, and for homeless youth 
who are struggling to live independently.  
 
Tickets are $99 each and include wine and beer, 
dinner and dessert, and live entertainment. A 
gondola and parking pass, a $51.95 value, are also 
included in the ticket price. 
 
Get your tickets early: www.sosbc.org/gala 
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Music by Her Brothers 
Winners of  

Langley Has Talent 

http://www.sosbc.org/gala
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SOS CHILDREN’S GINGERBREAD 
VILLAGE PRESENTING SPONSOR: 
 
 
 
 
 

VENUE SPONSOR: 
 
 
 
 
 

MEDIA SPONSORS: 
 
 

PLATINUM PLUS SPONSOR: 
 
 
 
 
 

CONFIRMED PLATINUM GINGERBREAD 
VILLAGE SPONSORS: 
 
 
 
 
 
CONFIRMED GOLD GINGERBREAD 
VILLAGE SPONSORS (MORE TO COME): 
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Aztec Maintenance 

CALLING ALL PROFESSIONAL AND 
AMATEUR BAKERS AND PASTRY CHEFS! 
 
We are looking for bakers to help build unique 
gingerbread houses that will be on display in the 
Grouse Mountain Chalet from Nov 27th - Dec 31st.  
 
Each baker will be paired with a sponsor and 
collaborate on the gingerbread house design. Each 
house will be judged and the top three will be 
awarded the following prizes: 
1st Place $1,000 Grouse Mountain Gift Card or cash  
2nd Place $500 Grouse Mountain Gift Card or cash  
3rd Place $250 Grouse Mountain Gift Card or cash  
 
Also a special prize for the top high school team! 

Visit www.sosbc.org/poc for full details. 

http://www.sosbc.org/poc
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PIXAR’S ANIMATED FEATURE INSIDE 
OUT HELPS EXPLAIN THE PROCESS OF 
NARRATIVE THERAPY 
 

By Akeiko Rawn, MNTCW  

Narrative Therapist 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Among the many modalities and services SOS 
Children’s Village BC offers, narrative therapy is 
fairly new to the array. One technique of how a 
narrative therapist or practitioner works is 
illustrated in the recent Pixar film Inside Out. 
 
The problem is treated as ‘the problem’ and not 
‘the person’. The therapist takes a stance of 
curiosity with the person to name the problem. 
Drawing from a bank of question types the 
therapist crafts each question in the moment to 
explore the effects of the problem. One common 
effect is ‘the problem story’ becomes the only 
story the person or others have come to, about 
said person. 
 
The feelings in the movie Inside Out (2015) were 
given their own characters such as “joy”, “disgust” 
and “anger” – a problem can be ‘externalized’ or 
given their own persona as well. A small amount of 
space is created to see the relationship with the 
problem. Taking into consideration the binary talk 
of “should” and “shouldn’t” and tracing the history 
of the relationship can reveal beliefs and values. 
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This process then offers an opportunity to re-
evaluate, or perhaps evaluate for the first time, 
whether or not the relationship is in support of the 
person’s values or not. 
 
To illustrate what externalizing might look like, 
recently I was working with a student in elementary 
school who was grappling with what would 
commonly be named as “anxiety” – described as 
an anxious student or the student has anxiety. 
These two statements are using internalizing 
language to describe and define the student. If you 
tack on disorder to that description, it is not so 
surprising that one might come to a negative 
identity conclusion. Also then not surprising that 
depression and anxiety often come as a pair. 
 
Using the “experience near” words of the student to 
externalize the problem, we decided to refer to the 
problem as the “what if’s”. The what if’s seemed to 
be fueling the majority of the worry in this student’s 
life and was hindering the practice of attending 
school independently. Much like how fables and 
fairy tales used animals to personify and create 
some amount of distance between the child and the 
character, the exercise of externalizing does much 
of the same work. Using this technique not only 
engages the imagination, but also creates space for 
playfulness to address seriousness, generally 
enjoyed by both children and adults alike.  
 
To conclude, in the movie something unique occurs 
at the end – instead of having a core memory as 
either happy or sad, reinforcing the binary, having a 
multi-coloured memory is seen as desired and of 
value. Similarly, in narrative therapy it is recognized 
that we are all multi-storied and that sometimes 
sadness can be valuable and how we view sadness 
takes on a different lived experience. 
 
If you too have managed ways around the what if's, 
please share your experience with us: 
akeikorawn@sosbc.org  
 
 

mailto:akeikorawn@sosbc.org
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SUMMER CULTURAL CAMPS DELIGHT 
 

By Kistie Singh, B.A., B.Ed.  
Village Director 

 
Our 2015 Summer Cultural Camps were a load of 
fun this year!  
 
A team of volunteers and I came together to bring 
cultural learning experiences to the kids at the 
Village including medicine pouch making, beading, 
drumming, and a cultural walk in the new trails on 
our back lot.  
 
The kids went home with their crafts, their SOS BC 
Camps t-shirt, and a ton of knowledge on the 
importance of participating in cultural activities of 
their heritage. 
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SPECIAL THANK YOUS 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 CEFA Early Learning & Junior Kindergarten  
staff (pictured above) and students for their 
$1,500 donation of funds raised from their ‘I 
Contribute’ program 

 Kiwanis Club of White Rock kindly provided 
us with a $1,000 cheque  

 Knights of Columbus North Surrey Council 
No. 4767 for their generous $4,815 donation 

 Kwela Leadership & Talent Management 
generously donated $3,845  

 Lochhead Haggerty Engineering kindly gave 
$2,000  

 Royal Canadian Legion - Whalley #229 for 
their kind donation of $500 

 RBC Newton Branch for a $1,000 cheque 
given to us at our Day of Caring  

 Shingle Ridge Homes kindly donated $550 
 TELUS for $5,860 in matched employee 

donations 

 Thinking Driver for raising $1,950 for us from 
their Golf Tournament/BBQ/Silent Auction 

 Vancouver Talmud Torah Association for 
their cheque of $760 (see page 7) 

 
 Jodie Eaton generously donated $500 
 Rosemary Karpun generously donated $500  
 Aman Jina generously donated $150  
 Thelma Lloyd generously donated $200 

 David and Fay Roberts generously donated $300 
 Mark Sangiza generously donated $250 
 Claude Sergerie generously donated $300 
 Jane Tennant generously donated $500 
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PREFRONTAL CORTEX & SPEED 
PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS AT 
SCHOOL OR WORK 
 

By Dr. Lise' DeLong, Ph.D, CPCRT, CCCM  

Clinical Director, Developmental NeuroCognitive Specialist 

 
Speed Processing is a component of the Prefrontal 
Cortex and is usually thought of as the automatic 
skills we have that help us to think fast, be witty, 
and respond with energy. It is an important skill to 
acquire. 
 
Why? As we listen to a main speaker, such as in 
school, in business or at a lecture, the information 
that is being offered must be heard, consolidated 
and associated with current knowledge at the 
speed given and then stored for retrieval, without 
losing the rest of the auditory information. 
 
1) An individual with slow cognitive speed will be 
mentally busy searching and trying to associate the 
new information with what they already know and 
this process will slow them down dramatically. 
They will become ‘brain-drained’ and will lose their 
‘auditory place’ in the conversation and therefore 
lose interest and only learn bits and pieces of the 
dialogue. 
 
Suggestions: 
a. A teacher, parent, or spouse can stop every few 
sentences and make a statement, “Do you have 
that mentally recorded?”, “Did you understand 
what just happened?”, “Still with me?”, etc. 
b. If in a classroom situation you may want to have 
everyone stand and look to the person on their 
right and explain quickly what was just said in the 
last 5 sentences, then 5 sentences later explain to 
the one on the left. 
 
2) The mental energy it takes to keep up listening 
when you have a speed processing concern is 
overwhelming. Therefore, individuals who lack this 
automatic thinking must process or ‘think through’ 

most of the dialogue they hear. For those without a 
Speed Processing problem a task of listening is 
fluent and easy, and for the most part 
subconscious. However, the individual with a 
Prefrontal Cortex problem may have the ability to 
allocate the resources to perform some tasks fairly 
fluently for a limited time and then may run out of 
cognitive energy rather quickly. At different times 
during the day (particularly right before lunch and 
at the end of the school day) their mental resources 
will be exhausted. It is probable that their 
performance will be sporadic throughout the day. 
 
Suggestions: 
a. Take a break! Try doing a slow belly breath or 
jumping up and down in the restroom 10 times, or 
drink a large glass of water. 
b. If you are a supervisor or a teacher, schedule 
your day so the intense listening part of the day is 
at the beginning of the day or right after lunch not 
at the end of the day. 
c. Keep ALL important information in a visual 
manner, on the board, in a memo or an email. 
 
3) If we know Speed Processing seems to be a 
concern then it makes sense to provide additional 
time to complete activities or tasks. Make sure each 
person is given enough time to do their personal 
best on a project, giving them plenty of time to 
prepare and then time to produce. 
 
4) If a skill requires an automatic response 
(knowing the times tables, memorizing your 
company’s belief statement), then repetition may be 
a necessary component. 
 
Suggestions: 
a. Practice in rhythm. It may be helpful to use 
rhythm sticks, or a drum because the brain will 
remember rote information faster if given in a 
format that it can respond to at a primal level. We 
have a rhythm to our heart, our blood flow, our 
sleep patterns and even our hormonal cycles. 
 
* There can be many reasons why a person has 
speed processing concerns. It may be medication 
side-effects, attention disorders, auditory processing 
concerns, sleep problems or even depression can 
affect mental speed. If you feel as if there is a 
cause for these symptoms then a medical 
evaluation may be warranted. 
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UP, UP, AND AWAY FOR THE SOS BC 
THRIFT STORES 
 

By Barbara High  
Manager of Retail Fundraising and Volunteer Resources 
 
What's new for the fall at our thrift stores? 
 
After a very profitable summer, we are now in full 
on ‘get ready for the holiday’s mode’, Halloween is 
around the corner and then yes ... Christmas! 
 
Back to summer for a minute because it’s not quite 
over yet! Both stores were fortunate to have great 
student help – thank you Sam and Christina for all 
your hard work and for working through pretty hot 
days within the stores. 
 
Steveston's Annual Christmas Event is on Saturday 
November 14th and we have gathered lots of great 
stuff, so please come and join us and do some 
holiday shopping. We will open an hour early that 
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day at 9:00 am. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my 
support team – without their help and hard work 
nothing would get done! So … thank you Vera, 
Kathy, and Caroline, and welcome Vicky to the 
Kerrisdale team. 
 
Vera and I have finally figured out how to post on 
the SOS BC Thrift Stores Facebook page so keep an 
eye out for great updates there. 
 
Finally, both stores are in need of volunteers, so if 
you have 4 hours per week to spare you know 
where to find us!  
 
Last but not least we need GENTLY used ladies 
winter clothing as well. 
 
Till next time! 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mia and Jesse from the Vancouver Talmud Torah School 
came to our office in Cloverdale over the summer and 
sat down with Shelina our Office Manager to talk about 
the work of SOS BC. They presented their work to their 
school and received a $760 donation for us in 
recognition of their efforts on the project! Thank you for 
being SOS champions Mia and Jesse! 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
What is the traditional First Nations territory 
on which our SOS Village site sits?   
 
The territory is North Surrey and is shared 
between Semiahmoo and Katzie First 
Nations.  Many thanks to Francine, aka 
Eagle Eye, for answering this for us. 

 
SOS BC WISHLIST 

 
1. Lumber to build the beds for a garden at 

the Village, and for a fence around it. 
 

2. A small trailer for storing donations to our 
thrift stores at our office in Cloverdale. 

 


